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Kim Abuelhaj

• Nearly 15 years of fundraising experience, 10 years 

specifically in integrated direct marketing 

• Currently oversees the management and development of 
GLAAD’s annual fund program, including direct mail, email, 
web, SEM, and social media for gifts below $1,500

• Fun Fact: The very first and only poem I published was in the 
third grade in Highlights magazine.

Senior Director, Annual Giving



About GLAAD

● Founded in 1985, GLAAD works to ensure fair, accurate, and inclusive 
LGBTQ representation in the media to achieve 100% acceptance of 

the community.

● We believe visibility in society, especially in the media, is essential to 

gaining increased equality and acceptance. 

● Current core programs include the GLAAD Media Institute, Social 

Media Safety Program, News & Rapid Response, Entertainment 

Media, and Research & Reports.

● 200K DM packages mailed. 1.3M emails delivered last year.



Carol Marchesano

• Over 20 years of digital marketing experience

• Develops and implements NSALA’s digital and integrated 
fundraising program to optimize revenue growth and donor 
lifetime value through email, web, SMS, social and digital 
advertising, as well as new and emerging platforms

• Fun Fact:  I’m told I’m a great mixologist. I do love concocting 
cocktail recipes!

Senior Director, Digital Marketing



About North Shore Animal League America

● Saving the lives of homeless dogs, cats, puppies and kittens for 

almost 80 years.

● Saved over 1.1 million lives to date!

● Our mission is to Rescue, Nurture, Adopt, and Educate.

● We partner with a network of over 2,000 shelters 

around the globe, rescuing homeless animals 

from overpopulation, horrific mills and hoarding 

situations, and emergency disaster situations.

● 9 million DM packages mailed out per year. Over 

49 million emails delivered.



Laura Cole

• Over a decade of nonprofit marketing experience

• Areas of focus include integrated campaign strategy, digital 

acquisition, and program analysis

• Fun Fact: Prior to working at Sanky, worked on the 

marketing team for the Broadway musical Wicked

VP of Account Services, Sanky Communications



Sanky Communications

✓ 45 years working with nonprofits, including 20+ years in the digital space

✓ Exclusively devoted to nonprofit sector, across many verticals, including 
local, national, and international organizations.

✓ Expertise developing cross-channel direct marketing programs that span 
fundraising, marketing, advocacy, and constituent engagement

✓ 60+ staff across the country, with an in-house team of strategists, 
analysts, writers, designers, paid media, direct mail production, and digital 
execution specialists



Why integrate?



28% higher 
conversion rate.

From NonprofitSource.com

Direct mail with digital ads yields a



118% lift in 
response rate.

Adding digital media to direct mail yields a

From NonprofitSource.com





Wildlife/Conservation Org Medical Research Org



#1: Use QR 
Codes
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Use QR Codes 

● QR codes easily allow donors to access relevant digital content and 
give you the ability to track clicks and donations (via QR tracking plus 

source codes) and have surged in popularity in the COVID era.

● You may also be eligible to receive a postal rebate.

● You can also use vanity URLs with source code tracking.

● Include vanity URL or QR code beyond the reply device.

● Remember: QR codes only work on print collateral – if converting 

anything into digital content, there is the possibility that it will be 

viewed on mobile, so make sure to use a hyperlink instead.
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#2: Integrate 
Segmentation
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Segmenting Across Channels

• While audience selects will be different, segments should be 
defined similarly between mail & digital 

• Ideally, segments are set up with dynamic queries that pull the 

most up-to-date data from both channels.

• Consider creating custom segments based on deliverables 

received to target constituents with further outreach.

• Sync frequency should be taken into consideration when 

developing your solicitation schedule and custom messaging 

strategy.



#3: Data Syncs
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Data Syncs

● Make sure your offline/online donor data and processes are in 
sync and your constituent coding is integrated.

● For example, if a donor becomes a sustainer online, the offline 

database should reflect the same and vice versa, similarly for 

mid-level and major donors.

● At NSALA, we sync recent gifts during concurrent campaigns. We 

are running a sustainer campaign in digital and telemarketing at 

the same time and we are coordinating so we don’t mail/call 

anyone who has already signed up in either channel. This is a more 

manual process of suppressing files, but important.



#4: Informed 
Delivery
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Informed Delivery

● Providing USPS with content means email sent to recipient by 

USPS includes coordinated graphics and links in place of static 

black and white scan of the package.

● Additional, free touchpoint with donors and prospects that 

makes your mailings stand out.

● Plus, USPS runs promotions with postage rebate for usage!

● Two-fold value-add:  

1. Donors are given more choices on how to donate and use the ones 
they prefer.

2. Our organization is getting more mileage out of its printed mailing 
investment with this easy added step.



Informed Delivery Stats for Animal League

● 97.9% of all mail is tracked as delivered to addresses by the USPS

● 18.2% of total mail delivered have signed up for Informed 

Delivery–over 1.7 million

● 78% of those Informed Delivery users have opted-in to receive 

Informed Delivery emails

● Informed Delivery open rate is 58.8%

● Click-through rate is 0.93%
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#5: Append 
Email Addresses
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● Tool to proactively find and obtain permission for email addresses 

for direct mail donors.

● Cost per email is incredibly low (usually $0.10-$0.25).

● How it works:

Email Address Appending 

Vendor 
conducts 

match
on offline 
donor file

Vendor 
sends 

permission 
message; 
Contacts 

can opt-out 
of email



Email Address Appending 

● Generally one of the first things we’ll do to jumpstart integration 

as it almost immediately opens up another channel of 

communication for 15-30% of your file.

● Recommend append emails for:
○ Active donors to ensure you’re communicating with them in multiple 

channels;
○ Lapsed donors who are no longer in the active mail file as a 

cost-effective reactivation tactic.

● Suggest doing them at least once a year, two or three times if 

you’re doing frequent offline acquisitions.

● Usually pays for itself in the first 6 - 12 months.



#6: Coordinate 
Timing
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Coordinate Timing

• Integrated campaigns should launch within the same timeframe. 

• Develop a timeline to make sure you have the content you need to 

develop a cohesive message across channels

• Cross-channel follow up communications should be coordinated with 
in-home delivery dates. 

• Make sure any digital links in your appeal  are live by the time your 
mail goes out (don’t want people scanning a QR code that isn’t active).

• Launch web components and digital ads once your appeal is mailed 

out.



Mail date: Jan 7, 2022
Email launch date: Jan 25, 2022 C
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#7: Be Selective
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Be Selective

• Not every campaign needs to be integrated (or should be).

• At the beginning of the fiscal year, identify which campaigns will be 

integrated and make a plan.

• Smaller digital-only campaigns can launch between mailings to 
keep constituents engaged.

• Digital might be better for certain actions, such as rapid response, 
a sustainer ask, or breaking news.

• Not everything in the mail needs a full digital campaign, can just 

link to a form or webpage.



B
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#8: Integrate 
Engagement 
Campaigns
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Integrate Engagement Campaigns

● Consider when digital engagement or companion pieces could bolster 

results from print materials or vice versa.

● For example, if you have a printed calendar, annual report or 

magazine, could you ask people to submit content or vote on photos?

● If you have a digital engagement landing page, can you drive traffic 

online from a print piece using an insert or in the P.S.?

● A printed annual report can go out with companion online series 

linking to PDF or digital version.

● Allows donors to engage with content in the channel of their 

preference.
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#9: Meet 
Across Teams
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Meet Across Teams

● We have ongoing collaborative meetings between Digital and Direct 

Mail teams.

● Generates new ideas and different strategies to test in both 

channels. For example, we recently discussed testing our online 

petitions in an upcoming DM campaign. That wouldn’t have 

happened staying in our silos.

● Provides opportunity to share content and determine timing for 

content across the channels. The Digital Team runs stories as they 

happen and we have the most knowledge on content. We often 

provide the DM team with content for DM packages.
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#10: Integrate 
Matches
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Integrate Matches

● Running a major campaign in all channels is powerful. All constituents 
see similar creative and messaging across channels with the same 

CTA.

● At Animal League, our annual Giving Day campaign was the first 

campaign that included a match in both Direct Mail and Digital 

channels, and the first time we had a match in DM at all.

● This has become the most successful campaign for the organization, 

bringing in 86% more donations and 126% more revenue than the 

DM campaign it replaced.

● We are now going to also integrate our Year End match in 2023–and 

have it run in both DM and Digital.
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#11: Search 
Sitelinks
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Search Sitelinks Assets

• 26-50% of donors who receive a print piece will go online to give 

or learn more — especially new donors who receive an acquisition 

piece —  so integrate your paid search efforts with offline calendar.

• While some campaigns call for their own search ad campaigns with 

dedicated keywords, sitelinks are an easy way to add integration 

across all active campaigns.

• Integration is critical when there’s a specific type of ask out in the 

mail: matches, membership drives, sustainer campaigns, and other 

times when recipients of the mailing may want to make a certain 

type of donation or contribute to a specific campaign.

• Don’t forget about mid-level or planned giving campaigns!



#12: Vary Asks
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Vary Asks

● Recommend breaking up your campaigns into phases with different 
calls to action to prime your donors for giving.

● Can include a second action in the mail with a double reply (make 

sure second action is evergreen and will age well over time).

● Can also do a postcard that links directly to a webpage or donation 

form. 

● Different asks can include: pledge/petition, survey, voting campaign, 

DAF follow up, anniversary/birthday message, etc.
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#13: Postcards
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Postcards

● Drive to web postcards are an effective and less costly direct mail 

vehicle.

● Nothing to open, all of the info is right there.

● Use a captivating graphic to get attention.

● It’s a great way to remind supporters about a need/campaign.

● Since it’s driving donors to the web to make their donation, you have 

to select your audiences wisely, e.g. online donors or those with 

propensity to donate online.

● We’ve been sending postcards to online one-time donors, online 

recurring donors; also testing with web prospects.

● We’ll be testing a drive to web postcard for a recurring program this 

year.
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#14: Modeled 
Lists for Digital
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Modeled Lists for Digital

● Use Social Media as another low-cost touchpoint to support your Direct 
Mail campaign.  

● Include your DM list as a Facebook audience segment and target your 

campaign ads to them.

● Additionally, your direct mail list provider may have the capability of 

delivering modeled lists for digital marketing.

● At Animal League, we learned that our direct mail list provider had this 

capability.  It is a simple process - the list provider sets up the audience in 

our Facebook ad account.

● We have been testing social targeting of these modeled lists for different 

CTAs–audience growth, fundraising, email lead generation.



Modeled Lists for Digital



#15: Integrate 
Tracking
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Integrate Tracking

● Integrating campaigns is more than just integrating messaging, should 
also integrate reporting.

● Need a holistic view of how donors are giving both online and offline

● Much easier if campaign coding structure is the same across channels 

(it can be tricky to compare data built on different structures).

● Tracking codes also help analyze data on a more granular level (such as 

direct mail redirect, email effort, social post, etc.).



#16: SEM+SEO 
Integration
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SEM/SEO Integration

● Make sure your organization and/or campaigns come up when 
someone searches on Google/Bing.  This will help complete the 

conversion. Ideally is done with a combination of organic SEO and 

paid SEM efforts. Organic search is 38% of annual users plus 6% 

from paid search.

● This should be done at the brand level at the very least, but could 

also be done at the program/campaign level.

● At Animal League, we run SEM campaigns and optimize for SEO at 

the program level, such as Vehicle Donation and Sponsor Pet.

● We also integrate SEM into our cross-channel campaigns, such as 

Membership and Giving Day.
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#17: Call 
People
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Call People

● Our telemarketing efforts were specifically targeting DM constituents.

● We started testing different digital audiences: digital single donors, 

digital multi donors, digital prospects, to see which performed best. 

Suppressed underperforming segments (during the campaign).

● Now, digital is a regular part of our bi-annual 

telemarketing campaigns.

● For constituents that pledge to donate, they 

receive a printed invoice in the mail.

● Tested sending SMS messages as a follow-up to a 

pledge, with two reminders. Failed miserably!  Will 

try again in the future.



#18: Display 
Ads Targeting
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Display Ads Targeting

● With display ad campaigns, it’s easy to rely solely on remarketing 

pixels. But most tools and vendors have the ability to also target your 

offline donors.

● Using this targeting and ad creative that integrates with a current 

campaign ensures that donors see cohesive messaging across 

channels that re-enforces the same call to action (and the same 

targeting can be used for banner ads, social ads, video ads and more).

● For most clients, we focus on 0-24 month offline donors in addition to 

targeting digital donors and prospects. Your ROAS is generally lower 

but it generally doesn’t factor in offline lift.
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#19: Integrate 
Budget Goals
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Integrate Budget Goals
• When digital and print teams operate in silos and with 

separate budget goals, this naturally fosters an “us 

versus them” mindset between channels.

• Integrating budget goals turns that on its head, 

providing clear motivation to operate together and 

invest where returns are strongest.

• At Animal League, when we first did this, we were still 

faced with attribution questions. When we include 

vanity urls and QR codes in DM pieces or test a drive to 

web postcard, which budget gets credit for the revenue?  

• One integrated budget allows us the freedom to make 

strategic decisions across the channels.



#20: Look at 
Everything! Don’t 
Assume Anything!
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Look at Everything! Don’t Assume Anything!

● Animal League Findings:
○ Discovered that digital donors were not considered for cultivation 

pieces, even though they meet the donation criteria.

○ Also discovered that $100+ digital donors were not receiving 

special acknowledgement as $100+ DM donors.

● GLAAD Findings:
○ Had a couple of close calls with digital links in the mail not being live 

by the mail delivery dates

○ Realized dynamic queries were not working because data was 

flowing out of eCRM but offline data was not flowing into eCRM.

● Be bold! Ask questions. Never assume integration is happening. 

● Just because a donor gives online, doesn’t mean they don’t read 

offline materials and vice versa.





Thank you!



Keep in touch!

Carol Marchesano
Senior Director, Digital Marketing at North Shore 
Animal League America
carolm@animalleague.org

Kim Abuelhaj
Senior Director, Annual Giving at GLAAD
kabuelhaj@glaad.org 

Laura Cole
VP of Account Services at Sanky Communications
lcole@sankyinc.com
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